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Commission has assigned Docket No. UM 1862 to this complaint. Please use this number 
whenever you refer to this case. 

The Public Utility Commission must receive an Answer from the Respondent or their 
attorney by August 28,2017, under OAR 860-001-0400(4)(a). A copy must be served on the 
complainant. 

After the filing of the answer, the matter will be set for hearing and you will be notified of 
the time and place. 
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NOTICE OF CONTESTED CASE RIGHTS AND PROCEDURES 

Oregon law requires state agencies to provide parties written notice of contested case rights and 
procedures. Under ORS 183.413, you are entitled to be informed of the following: 

Hearing: The time and place of any hearing held in these proceedings will be noticed 
separately. The Commission will hold the hearing under its general authority set forth in 
ORS 756.040 and use procedures set forth in ORS 756.518 through 756.610 and OAR Chapter 
860, Division 001. Copies of these statutes and rules may be accessed via the Commission's 
website at www.puc.state.or.us. The Commission will hear issues as identified by the parties. 

Right to Attorney: As a party to these proceedings, you may be represented by counsel. 
Should you desire counsel but cannot afford one, legal aid may be able to assist you; parties are 
ordinarily represented by counsel. The Commission Staff, if participating as a party in the case, 
will be represented by the Department of Justice. Generally, once a hearing has begun, you 
will not be allowed to postpone the hearing to obtain counsel. 

Administrative Law Judge: The Commission has delegated the authority to preside over 
hearings to Administrative Law Judges (ALJs). The scope of an ALJ's authority is defined in 
OAR 860-001-0090. The ALJs make evidentiary and other procedural rulings, analyze the 
contested issues, and present legal and policy recommendations to the Commission. 

Hearing Rights: You have the right to respond to all issues identified and present evidence 
and witnesses on those issues. See OAR 860-001-0450 through OAR 860-001-0490. You may 
obtain discovery from other parties through depositions, subpoenas, and data requests. 
See ORS 756.538 and 756.543; OAR 860-001-0500 through 860-001-0540. 

Evidence: Evidence is generally admissible if it is of a type relied upon by reasonable 
persons in the conduct of their serious affairs. See OAR 860-001-0450. Objections to 
the admissibility of evidence must be made at the time the evidence is offered. Objections are 
generally made on grounds that the evidence is unreliable, irrelevant, repetitious, or because its 
probative value is outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or 
undue delay. The order of presenting evidence is determined by the ALJ. The burden of 
presenting evidence to support an allegation rests with the person raising the allegation. 
Generally, once a hearing is completed, the ALJ will not allow the introduction of additional 
evidence without good cause. 

Record: The hearing will be recorded, either by a court reporter oi by audio digital recording, 
to preserve the testimony and other evidence presented. Parties may contact the court reporter 
about ordering a transcript or request, if available, a copy of the audio recording from the 
Commission for a fee set forth in OAR 860-001-0060. The hearing record will be made part of 
the evidentiary record that serves as the basis for the Commission's decision and, if necessary, 
the record on any judicial appeal. 

Final Order and Appeal: After the hearing, the ALJ will prepare a draft order resolving all 
issues and present it to the Commission. The draft order is not open to party comment. The 
Commission will make the final decision in the case and may adopt, modif'y, or reject the ALJ's 
recommendation. If you disagree with the Commission's decision, you may request 
reconsideration of the final order within 60 days from the date of service of the order. See 
ORS 756.561 and OAR 860-001-0720. You may also file a petition for review with the Court 
of Appeals within 60 days from the date of service of the order. See ORS 756.610. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

 This is a complaint (“Complaint”) filed by Tickle Creek Solar, LLC (“Tickle 2 

Creek Solar” or “Complainant”) with the Oregon Public Utility Commission (the 3 

“Commission” or “OPUC”) under Oregon Revised Statute (“ORS”) 756.500 and Oregon 4 

Administrative Rule (“OAR”) 860-001-0170.  Portland General Electric Company 5 

(“PGE” or the “Company”) has not agreed to purchase the net output from Tickle Creek 6 

Solar’s solar qualifying facility (“QF”) (“Tickle Creek Solar Project”) as a mandatory 7 

purchase under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (“PURPA”).  PGE has 8 

failed to comply with its own rate Schedule 201, the Commission’s rules and policies, the 9 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC”) rules and policies, and the Oregon 10 
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and federal PURPA statutes.  PGE has refused to finalize or execute a power purchase 1 

agreement (“PPA”) with Tickle Creek Solar.     2 

 Tickle Creek Solar has formed a legally enforceable obligation because it has 3 

been ready, willing, and able to sign a PPA with PGE since at least June 13, 2017, and 4 

has repeatedly and unequivocally committed itself to sell the net output to PGE at the 5 

Schedule 201 avoided cost rates and standard PPA terms and conditions that are currently 6 

in effect.  This includes Tickle Creek Solar obligating itself to provide power or be 7 

subject to penalty pursuant to the standard PPA terms and conditions for failing to deliver 8 

energy on the scheduled commercial on-line date.  PGE should be required to execute a 9 

PPA with Tickle Creek Solar because the establishment of a legally enforceable 10 

obligation turns on Tickle Creek Solar’s commitment, and not PGE’s actions.  11 

 Tickle Creek Solar has formed a legally enforceable obligation despite PGE’s 12 

failure to execute a PPA because PGE has violated PURPA, the Commission’s and 13 

FERC’s rules and policies, and its own Schedule 201.  PGE’s actions that have sought to 14 

prevent Tickle Creek Solar from forming a legally enforceable obligation include, but are 15 

not limited to: 1) delaying the PPA negotiation process; 2) seeking interim relief to 16 

prevent Tickle Creek Solar from being able to execute a PPA;1 3) refusing to inform 17 

Tickle Creek Solar that it was going to make or had made its Solar Limitation Filing;2 4) 18 

                                                
1  Specifically, PGE has proposed to lower the size threshold for standard contract 

prices to 2 to 3 megawatts (“MW”) and impose a permanent lifetime cap on any 
owner that prevents them from even requesting more than 10 MW of standard 
contract QF projects (“Solar Limitation Filing”).  PGE has sought interim relief to 
make the Solar Limitation Filing retroactive to June 30, 2017.  If granted, then 
these restrictions could apply to Tickle Creek Solar because it is more than 2 MW 
and its owner has requested more than 10 MW of QF projects.   

2  PGE’s purpose in not informing Tickle Creek Solar was to ensure that Tickle 
Creek Solar would not complete and execute a PPA prior to June 30, 2017.  PGE 
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seeking an early rate effective date for its post integrated resource plan (“IRP”) avoided 1 

cost rate update;3 5) failing to inform Tickle Creek Solar seeking an early rate effective 2 

date for its post IRP avoided cost rate update; 6) stating that it was not willing to provide 3 

Tickle Creek Solar with an executable PPA or otherwise execute a PPA; 7) refusing to 4 

execute a PPA;4 and 8) claiming that it no longer needs to comply with the law since it 5 

has sought interim relief seeking to change the Commission’s PURPA policies.  PGE is 6 

required to comply with Commission orders and policies, and cannot unilaterally refuse 7 

to comply with the law or prevent Tickle Creek Solar from forming a legally enforceable 8 

obligation simply because it has sought, but not yet obtained, equitable relief seeking to 9 

retroactively lower the solar size threshold and imposing a permanent lifetime cap on any 10 

one owner requesting standard contract and rate PPAs. 11 

  The Commission cannot revise its own rules or policies to lower the size 12 

threshold, impose an ownership cap, or make other changes in a manner that effectively 13 

                                                                                                                                            
decided sometime in early 2017 that it would attempt to delay the PPA 
negotiation process past June 30, 2017, and that it would refuse to provide an 
executable PPA, if it was able to delay negotiations past June 30, 2017.  But for 
PGE keeping its plans a secret, Tickle Creek Solar’s PPA would have been more 
expeditiously processed and it could have been fully executed. 

3  On August 4, 2017, PGE announced in its 2016 IRP that PGE will ask the 
Commission to change its current avoided cost rate process (which re-sets 
avoided cost rates only after approval of a new rate filing that is made 30 days 
after the IRP acknowledgment) to instead ensure that the avoided cost prices paid 
to QFs that enter into contracts or achieve a legally enforceable obligation after 
the Commission's acknowledgement will no longer to be eligible for the current 
rates (“August Early Rate Effective Date Request”). 

4  Tickle Creek Solar has been working on obtaining a PPA for over three months, 
and has requested a final and executable PPA.  Under FERC’s policies and rules, 
a legally enforceable obligation can be effectuated in less than one month.  Under 
the Commission’s policies and Schedule 201, an executable contract can 
generally be provided in less than two months from initial request.  In addition, 
Tickle Creek Solar would have requested and obtained an executable PPA earlier, 
if PGE had provided advance notice of the May 1, 2017 avoided cost rate update, 
or its Solar Limitation Filing.  
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prevents Tickle Creek Solar from committing itself to sell the net output of its project or 1 

otherwise creating a legally enforceable obligation.  Tickle Creek Solar has relied upon 2 

the Commission maintaining a settled and uniform institutional climate for QFs, and 3 

upholding its policies regarding eligibility for standard avoided cost rates and contracts, 4 

including ensuring that Tickle Creek Solar is able to enter contracts or create legally 5 

enforceable obligations based on the policies and rules in effect at the time that the QF 6 

makes its request for a PPA.  7 

 Given PGE’s refusal to execute a PPA and attempt to change Commission 8 

policies to prevent Tickle Creek Solar from executing a PPA, Tickle Creek Solar 9 

respectfully requests that the Commission confirm:  1) that Tickle Creek Solar has a 10 

legally enforceable obligation with PGE based on its commitment to sell its net output 11 

under the partially executed PPA, which is the same as the Commission’s approved 12 

contract and rates and the last draft PPA provided by PGE; and 2) require PGE to enter 13 

into a PPA with Tickle Creek Solar with the rates, terms, and conditions under Schedule 14 

201 and the standard renewable PPA currently in effect. 15 

II. SERVICE 16 

 Copies of all pleadings and correspondence should be served on Tickle Creek 17 

Solar’s counsel and representatives at the addresses below:  18 

Irion Sanger   Troy Snyder 19 
Sanger Law, PC  Tickle Creek Solar, LLC 20 
1117 SE 53rd Ave.  TLS Capital 21 
Portland, Oregon 97215 3519 NE 15th Ave, Suite 325 22 
irion@sanger-law.com Portland, Oregon 97212 23 
    troy@tlscapital.com 24 

  Sidney Villanueva 25 
  Sanger Law, PC 26 
  1117 SE 53rd Ave. 27 
  Portland, Oregon 97215 28 
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  sidney@sanger-law.com 1 
   2 

      3 
In support of this Complaint, Tickle Creek Solar alleges as follows: 4 

III. IDENTITY OF THE PARTIES 5 

1. PGE is an investor-owned public utility regulated by the Commission 6 

under ORS Chapter 757.  PGE is headquartered at 121 Southwest Salmon Street, 7 

Portland, Oregon 97204. 8 

2. Tickle Creek Solar, a limited liability company organized under the laws 9 

of Oregon, is the owner of the Tickle Creek Solar Project and will be the seller of the net 10 

output of the Tickle Creek Solar Project.  Tickle Creek Solar’s mailing address is Tickle 11 

Creek Solar, c/o TLS Capital, Inc., 3519 NE 15th Ave., #325, Portland, Oregon 97212. 12 

IV. APPLICABLE STATUTES AND RULES 13 

3. The Oregon statutes expected to be involved in this case include: 14 

ORS 756.040-756.068, 756.500-756.558, 756.990, and 758.505-758.575.  The Oregon 15 

rules expected to be involved in this case include:  OAR 860-001, and 860-029. 16 

4. The federal statute expected to be involved in this case is PURPA, 16 17 

United States Code (“USC”) 824a-3.  The federal rules expected to be involved in this 18 

case include: 18 Code of Federal Regulations (“CFR”) 292.101-292.602.   19 

V. JURISDICTION  20 

5. FERC has adopted regulations and policies governing utility purchases 21 

from QFs under PURPA.  18 CFR 292.101-292.602.  State regulatory agencies are 22 

required to implement FERC’s regulations.  See 16 USC 824a-3(f); FERC v. Mississippi, 23 

456 U.S. 742, 751, 102 S. Ct. 2126 (1982).  FERC’s rules provide each QF with the right 24 

to unilaterally create a legally enforceable obligation to sell its energy and capacity at 25 
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projected avoided cost rates in effect on the date that the QF obligates itself to sell energy 1 

and capacity.  18 CFR 292.304(d)(2)(ii); FLS Energy Inc., 157 FERC ¶ 61,211 at PP 23-2 

25 (2016).  3 

6. Oregon law also includes a requirement that a QF has the right to legally 4 

obligate itself to sell its net output prior to the delivery of its net output.  Specifically, 5 

ORS 758.525(2)(b) provides: “At the option of the qualifying facility, exercised before 6 

beginning delivery of the energy or energy and capacity, such prices may be based on . . . 7 

[t]he projected avoided costs calculated at the time the legal obligation to purchase the 8 

energy or energy and capacity is incurred.”  Thus, the “obligation to purchase power is 9 

imposed by law on a utility; it is not voluntarily assumed.”  Snow Mountain Pine Co. v. 10 

Maudlin, 84 Or. App. 590, 598, 734 P.2d 1366 (1987).   11 

7. The Commission is the Oregon state agency that implements the state and 12 

federal PURPA statutes.  ORS 758.505(3); OAR 860-029-0001; Snow Mountain, 84 Or. 13 

App. at 593.  Public utilities are defined in ORS 758.505(7), and include PGE.  Oregon 14 

law provides that the “terms and conditions for the purchase of energy or energy and 15 

capacity from a qualifying facility shall . . . [b]e established by rule by the commission if 16 

the purchase is by a public utility.”  ORS 758.535(2)(a).  The Commission has the power 17 

and jurisdiction to hear complaints by QFs against public utilities, including PGE.  ORS 18 

756.040, 756.500-756.558, and 758.505-758.555; OAR 860-001-0010(3), and 860-029-19 

0030. 20 

VI. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 21 

8.  The Tickle Creek Solar Project will be a 1.85 megawatt (“MW”) 22 

nameplate solar generation facility located in Clackamas County, Oregon. 23 
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9. The Tickle Creek Solar Project will interconnect with PGE.  1 

10. Tickle Creek Solar understood that PGE would make its annual avoided 2 

cost rate update filing on May 1, 2017, but expected PGE’s avoided cost rates to change 3 

in the end of June 2017. 4 

11. Tickle Creek Solar is aware that PGE’s IRP is scheduled for 5 

acknowledgement at the end of August 2017, and expects PGE’s avoided cost rates to be 6 

revised about two months later, or the end of October 2017. 7 

12. Before May 1, 2017, PGE decided to prepare an application that would 8 

update and lower its Schedule 201 prices and request Commission approval at the May 9 

16, 2017 public meeting (“May 1 Update”). 10 

13. On May 1, 2017, PGE filed its May 1 Update.   11 

14. PGE chose not to inform qualifying facilities that it was planning to file its 12 

May 1 Update and to seek an early effective date and approval at the May 16, 2017 13 

public meeting. 14 

15. On February 2, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar initially contacted PGE and 15 

requested a standard PPA.   16 

16. On February 27, 2017, Tickle Creek solar provided all the required 17 

information to obtain a draft PPA.  18 

17.  On March 21, 2017, PGE provided Tickle Creek Solar a draft PPA. 19 

18.  On April 20, 2017, PGE stated that Tickle Creek’s submission of 20 

information was incomplete because PGE requested that Tickle Creek input “PVSyst” 21 

information into a new version of PGE’s Initial Information Request Excel file.   22 
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19. Tickle Creek Solar had originally provided the generation profile using 1 

“PVWattts”, which is considered the equivalent to PVSyst. 2 

20.  On April 20, 2017, inquired as what type of information PGE was seeking 3 

because PGE had accepted PVWatts information in previous PPA requests. 4 

21. On April 20, 2017, explained that Initial Information Request Excel file 5 

that PGE provided was “locked” and no information could be included in the Excel file.   6 

22.   On April 28, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar provided PVSyst information and 7 

requested another draft PPA. 8 

23.  On May 18, 2017, PGE provided another draft PPA. 9 

24.  On May 22, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar requested a final draft PPA with 10 

corrections to PGE’s mistakes that were included in the last draft PPA. 11 

25. On June 13, 2017, PGE provided a final draft PPA. 12 

26. On June 13, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar requested an executable PPA, and 13 

requested no changes.  14 

27. On June 13, 2017, PGE acknowledge receipt of Tickle Creek Solar’s 15 

request for a final PPA, and stated that by July 3, 2017 PGE will send an executable PPA, 16 

a new draft PPA (if Tickle Creek Solar proposed substantive changes), or a request for 17 

any additional information that PGE may require.  PGE did not state that it would 18 

withhold an executable PPA because it was planning to make its Solar Limitation Filing. 19 

28. On or after May 1, 2017, PGE decided to prepare its Solar Limitation 20 

Filing.  This filing would propose to lower the eligibility cap for a QF to obtain standard 21 

avoided cost prices from PGE from 10 MW to 3 MW, and declare that a solar QF project 22 

with a capacity above 100 kilowatts (“kW”) is not eligible for a standard contract or 23 
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standard prices from PGE if any owner of the solar QF project has requested or obtained 1 

standard prices from PGE for more than 10 MW of solar QF capacity; or in the 2 

alternative, lower to 2 MW the eligibility cap for a solar QF project to obtain prices from 3 

PGE effective June 30, 2017.  4 

29. PGE chose not to inform Tickle Creek Solar that PGE intended to make 5 

the Solar Limitation Filing.   6 

30. PGE did not inform Tickle Creek Solar and other qualifying facilities that 7 

PGE intended to make the Solar Limitation Filing in order to ensure that Tickle Creek 8 

Solar would not execute a PPA before June 30, 2017. 9 

31. Tickle Creek Solar was materially prejudiced by PGE’s failure to give 10 

notice because, among other things, it prevented Tickle Creek Solar from having the 11 

opportunity to expedite its request and Tickle Creek Solar would have processed its PPA 12 

request more quickly if it had been aware that PGE intended to make the Solar Limitation 13 

Filing. 14 

32. On July 3, 2017, PGE did not provide Tickle Creek Solar with an 15 

executable PPA.  16 

33.  On July 5, 2017, PGE stated that had made its Solar Limitation Filing and 17 

that, if PGE obtains the immediate and retroactive relief requested in its Solar Limitation 18 

Filing, then the Tickle Creek Solar Project will not be entitled to receive a standard PPA 19 

or standard prices.  20 

34.  On July 5, 2017, PGE stated that it cannot provide an executable PPA 21 

before the Commission has ruled on PGE’s motion for immediate and retroactive relief.   22 
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35. On July 26, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar sent PGE a demand letter requesting 1 

an executable PPA or it would file a complaint with the Commission.  Tickle Creek Solar 2 

explained that PGE had raised a number of obstacles throughout the negotiation process, 3 

including raising issues and concerns on items that PGE previously found acceptable, and 4 

that, if PGE had not delayed the negotiation process, then Tickle Creek Solar could have 5 

executed a PPA prior to June 30, 2017. 6 

36. On July 27, 2017, PGE stated that it did not delay the negotiation process, 7 

but that it would provide an executable PPA.  8 

37. On July 27, 2017, PGE provided an executable PPA that included 9 

additional changes from the final PPA by including additional information into Exhibit 10 

A.  PGE did not identify that it made changes to the Exhibit A. 11 

38. On July 27, 2017, PGE stated that Tickle Creek Solar executes the PPA 12 

without alteration and returned the partially executed agreement to PGE for full execution, 13 

Tickle Creek Solar will have established a legally enforceable obligation, and will be 14 

entitled to receive PGE’s Renewable Avoided Costs in effect at the time Tickle Creek 15 

Solar executes the enclosed agreement without alteration.  16 

39. PGE has previously provided the same exact information to other 17 

qualifying facilities, but then changed its mind and decided not to execute the partially 18 

executed PPA. 19 

40. On July 27, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar executed the executable PPA. 20 

41. On July 27, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar provided PGE with the partially 21 

executed PPA, and a letter confirming the establishment of a legally enforceable 22 

obligation.  23 
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42.  On July 31, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar inquired regarding when Tickle 1 

Creek Solar can expect to receive a fully executed PPA. 2 

43. On August 1, 2017, PGE stated that PGE had received the partially 3 

executed PPA, it can take up to 15 business days to route the PPA for signatures on our 4 

end, and PGE will send you a copy to Tickle Creek Solar after it is executed. 5 

44. On August 2, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar requested that PGE expedite 6 

execution of the PPA due to concerns regarding PGE’s Solar Limitation Filing and that 7 

PGE may not execute the Tickle Creek PPA if the OPUC adopts PGE’s recommendation 8 

in the Solar Limitation Filing.  Therefore, Tickle Creek Solar made two requests: 1) that 9 

PGE commit to and actually execute the Tickle Creek Solar PPA immediately and before 10 

the OPUC issues an order in UM 1854; and 2) that PGE explicitly state that it will 11 

execute the Tickle Creek Solar PPA after the OPUC issues an order in UM 1854, even if 12 

the OPUC adopts some form of interim and/or retroactive relief.   13 

45. On August 3, 2017, PGE filed its reply in its Solar Limitation Filing.  PGE 14 

stated that it is reserving the right to refuse to provide executable PPAs under Schedule 15 

201, that refusing to provide executable PPAs is the proper course of action, and, if PGE 16 

were to provide an executable PPA before the Commission rules on PGE’s motion, then 17 

it foreclose the Commission’s ability to grant relief in regard to the project in question. 18 

46. PGE has provided Tickle Creek Solar with an executable PPA, and PGE 19 

agrees that the Commission ability to apply the Solar Limitation Filing to Tickle Creek 20 

Solar has been foreclosed.   21 

47.  On August 4, 2017, PGE announced in its 2016 integrated resource plan 22 

that PGE will ask the Commission to change its current avoided cost rate process (which 23 
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re-sets avoided cost rates only after approval of a new rate filing that is made 30 days 1 

after the integrated resource plan acknowledgment) to instead ensure that the avoided 2 

cost prices paid to QFs that enter into contracts or achieve a legally enforceable 3 

obligation after the Commission's acknowledgement will no longer to be eligible for the 4 

current rates.  5 

48. On August 4, 2017, PGE confirmed that the usual Commission process is 6 

PGE must file to update avoided cost prices within 30 days of the Commission’s 7 

integrated resource plan acknowledgement, and once PGE files, there is a 90-day review 8 

period before prices become effective.  9 

49. On August 4, 2017, PGE explained that only QFs that enter into a contract 10 

or achieve a legally enforceable obligation prior to acknowledgement of the integrated 11 

resource plan will be eligible for current avoided cost rates.  12 

50. PGE chose not to inform Tickle Creek that PGE intended to make the 13 

August Early Rate Effective Date Request.   14 

51. PGE did not inform Tickle Creek that PGE intended to make the August 15 

Early Rate Effective Date Request in order to ensure that Tickle Creek Solar would not 16 

timely execute a PPA. 17 

52. Tickle Creek was materially prejudiced by PGE’s failure to give notice 18 

because, among other things, it prevented Tickle Creek from having the opportunity to 19 

expedite its request and Tickle Creek could have processed its PPA request more quickly 20 

if it had been aware that PGE intended to make the August Early Rate Effective Date 21 

Request. 22 
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53.  PGE’s intent and purpose for requesting that QFs that have not entered 1 

into a contract or achieve a legally enforceable obligation prior to acknowledgment of the 2 

IRP not being eligible for current avoided cost rates is to prevent Tickle Creek Solar and 3 

other qualifying facilities from being able to complete and execute a PPA at current rates.  4 

54. On August 7, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar informed PGE that it was again 5 

committing itself to sell power to PGE under the currently effective Schedule 201 rates, 6 

and the terms and conditions of the partially executed PPA, and obligating itself to 7 

provide power or be subject to penalty for failing to deliver energy on the scheduled 8 

commercial on-line date.     9 

VII. LEGAL CLAIMS 10 

Complainant’s First Claim for Relief 11 

Tickle Creek Solar is entitled to PGE’s standard contract with currently effective 12 
Schedule 201 rates because Tickle Creek Solar legally obligated itself to sell the net 13 
output prior to the filing of this Complaint 14 
 15 

55. Tickle Creek Solar re-alleges all the preceding paragraphs.   16 

56. PGE has an obligation to purchase a QF’s net output that is directly or 17 

indirectly made available to PGE.  18 CFR 292.303(a)&(d), 292.304(d); ORS 18 

758.525(2)(b), 758.535(2)(a)&3(b); OAR 860-029-0030(1).  19 

57. PGE has an obligation to purchase the net output of a QF pursuant to 20 

either a contract or a legally enforceable obligation.  18 CFR 292.304(d); Order No. 69, 21 

FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 30,128, 45 Fed. Reg. 12,214 at 12,219-20, 12,224 (1980).  A 22 

legally enforceable obligation is broader than a simple contract between an electric utility 23 

and a QF, and may exist without a written, executed contract.  FLS Energy, 157 FERC ¶ 24 

61,211 at PP 24, 26; Grouse Creek, LLC, 142 FERC ¶ 61,187 at P 38 (2013).  25 
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58. The establishment of a legally enforceable obligation turns on the QF’s 1 

commitment to sell its net output to the electric utility.  FLS Energy, 157 FERC ¶ 61,211 2 

at P 24; JD Wind 1, LLC, 129 FERC ¶ 61,148, at P 25 (2009).  A QF can enter into a 3 

legally enforceable obligation by committing itself to sell power to an electric utility.  4 

FLS Energy, 157 FERC ¶ 61,211 at P 25; Cedar Creek Wind, LLC, 137 FERC ¶ 61,006 5 

at PP 36, 39 (2011); Snow Mountain, 734 P.2d at 1371.   6 

59. A QF can require a utility to purchase its net output, even if the utility has 7 

refused to enter into a contract.  Id. at 1370-71; FLS Energy, 157 FERC ¶ 61,211 at P 24; 8 

Murphy Flat Power, 141 FERC ¶ 61,145 at P 24 (2012); Grouse Creek, 142 FERC ¶ 9 

61,187 at P 38.  A utility cannot refuse to sign a contract “so that a later and lower 10 

avoided cost is applicable.”  FLS Energy, 157 FERC ¶ 61,211 at P 25; Cedar Creek 11 

Wind, 137 FERC ¶ 61,006 at P 36.  Similarly, a QF cannot be required to tender an 12 

executed interconnection agreement to form a legally enforceable obligation because that 13 

requirement would allow “the utility to control whether and when a legally enforceable 14 

obligation exists.”  FLS Energy, 157 FERC ¶ 61,211 at PP 23, 26.    15 

60. The Commission has confirmed the process for obtaining a PPA includes: 16 

“(1) a QF initiates the process by submitting certain information, the utilities then have 17 

15 days to provide a draft standard contract; (2) the QF may agree to the terms of the 18 

draft contract and ask the utility to provide a final executable contract, or suggest 19 

changes; (3) the utility provides iterations of the draft standard contract no later than 15 20 

days after each round of comments by the negotiating QF; and (4) when the QF indicates 21 

that it agrees to all the terms in the draft contract, the utility has 15 days to forward a final 22 

executable contract to the QF.”  Re Investigation Into QF Contracting and Pricing, 23 
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Docket No. UM 1610, Order No. 16-174 at 24 (May 13, 2016).  Thus, when the QF 1 

informs PGE that it has agreed to all terms and conditions in the draft PPA, then PGE is 2 

required to provide an executable PPA to the QF. 3 

61. The Commission has determined that a legally enforceable obligation will 4 

be established “once a QF signs the final draft of an executable contract provided by a 5 

utility to commit itself to sell power to the utility.”  Re Investigation Into QF Contracting 6 

and Pricing, Docket No. UM 1610, Order No. 16-174 at 3, 27-28 (May 13, 2016).  7 

However, a legally enforceable obligation “may be established earlier if a QF 8 

demonstrates delay or obstruction of progress towards a final draft of an executable 9 

contract, such as a failure by a utility to provide a QF with required information or 10 

documents on a timely basis.”  Id.  11 

62. The Commission has determined that a PPA can be executed and a legally 12 

enforceable obligation can be created in less than two months under normal 13 

circumstances.  Re Investigation Into QF Contracting and Pricing, Docket No. UM 1610, 14 

Order No. 16-174 at 24, 27-28 (May 13, 2016). 15 

63. FERC has found that legally enforceable obligations have been created in 16 

about one month.  Rainbow Ranch Wind, LLC, 139 FERC ¶ 61,077 at PP 2-5, 24 (2012); 17 

Grouse Creek Wind Park, LLC, 142 FERC ¶ 61,187, at PP 37-43 (2013). 18 

64. Tickle Creek Solar has repeatedly committed itself to sell power to PGE 19 

under the currently effective Schedule 201 rates, and the terms and conditions of the draft 20 

PPA, including to provide power or be subject to penalty for failing to deliver on the 21 

scheduled commercial on-line date.  These commitments include but are not limited to 22 

Tickle Creek Solar’s request for an executable PPA on June 13, 2017, Tickle Creek 23 
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Solar’s demand letter sent on July 26, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar’s execution of the 1 

executable PPA on July 27, 2017, and Tickle Creek’s legally enforceable obligation letter 2 

on July 27, 2017. 3 

65. Tickle Creek Solar has continued to commit, and is still committing, itself 4 

to sell the net output of the Tickle Creek Solar Project to PGE at the Schedule 201 rates, 5 

terms, and conditions in the partially executed final PPA. 6 

66. PGE is required to purchase the net output of the Tickle Creek Solar 7 

Project at the Schedule 201 rates, terms, and conditions in the partially executed final 8 

PPA, despite PGE’s refusal to execute the partially executed final PPA.   9 

67. Tickle Creek Solar’s execution of the draft PPA, continuing commitment 10 

to sell the net output of the Tickle Creek Solar Project, and efforts to obtain PGE’s 11 

execution of the partially executed final PPA establish a legally enforceable obligation at 12 

the currently effective Schedule 201 rates, and all the terms and conditions in the partially 13 

executed final PPA. 14 

Complainant’s Second Claim for Relief 15 

Tickle Creek Solar is entitled to PGE’s standard contract with currently effective 16 
Schedule 201 rates because Tickle Creek Solar legally obligated itself to sell the net 17 
output prior to the filing of this Complaint, and PGE violated the OPUC’s and 18 
FERC’s policies and rules, and Schedule 201  19 
  20 

68. Tickle Creek Solar re-alleges all the preceding paragraphs.  21 

69. The Commission has established rules, policies, standard contracts, and 22 

rate schedules to facilitate and direct the process by which a QF and an Oregon electric 23 

utility enter into a contract.  Re Investigation Relating to Electric Utility Purchases from 24 

QFs, Docket No. UM 1129, Order No. 05-584 at 6-12, 16 (May 13, 2005).  The purpose 25 

of the Commission approving standard contacts and schedules for each utility is to pre-26 
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establish “rates, terms and conditions that an eligible QF can elect without any 1 

negotiation with the purchasing utility” and to “eliminate negotiations . . . .”  Id. at 12, 16.   2 

70. PGE’s failure to abide by the terms of PURPA, the Commission’s rules 3 

and policies, FERC’s rules and policies, and/or Schedule 201 can result in the creation of 4 

a legally enforceable obligation.  Re Investigation Into QF Contracting and Pricing, 5 

Docket No. UM 1610, Order No. 16-174 at 3, 27-28 (May 13, 2016); Snow Mountain, 6 

734 P.2d at 1371; International Paper v. PacifiCorp, Docket No. UM 1449, Order No. 09-7 

439 at 6 (Nov 4, 2009).   8 

71. The Commission’s polices include that, “when the QF indicates that it 9 

agrees to all the terms in the draft contract, the utility has 15 days to forward a final 10 

executable contract to the QF.”  Re Investigation Into QF Contracting and Pricing, 11 

Docket No. UM 1610, Order No. 16-174 at 24 (May 13, 2016). 12 

72. PGE’s Schedule 201 includes timelines and requirements that a utility 13 

should follow when entering into a PPA with a QF 10 MWs and under.  Schedule 201 14 

provides that: “When both parties are in full agreement as to all terms and conditions of 15 

the draft Standard PPA, the Company will prepare and forward to the Seller a final 16 

executable version of the agreement within 15 business days.” 17 

73. The Commission’s rules and policies prevent a utility from delaying or 18 

obstructing “progress towards a final draft of executable contract”.  Re Investigation Into 19 

QF Contracting and Pricing, Docket No. UM 1610, Order No. 16-174 at 27-28 (May 13, 20 

2016).   21 

74. PGE must continue to comply with the Commission’s rules and policies, 22 

even though PGE has requested interim relief in the Solar Limitation Filing.   23 
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75. By no later than June 13, 2017, Tickle Creek Solar and PGE had agreed to 1 

all terms and conditions, and Tickle Creek Solar requested executed a final executable 2 

version of the PPA. 3 

76. PGE violated the Commission’s rules and policies, FERC’s rules and 4 

policies, and Schedule 201 when it refused to notify prior to filing or serve Tickle Creek 5 

Solar and other qualifying facilities with its May 1 Update, Solar Limitation Filing and 6 

August Early Rate Effective Date Request with the intention to prevent Tickle Creek 7 

Solar from timely executing a PPA.   8 

77. PGE violated the Commission’s rules and policies, FERC’s rules and 9 

policies, and Schedule 201 when it stated that it did not expect to provide and would not 10 

provide an executable PPA before the Commission has ruled on PGE’s motion for 11 

interim relief in the Solar Limitation Filing. 12 

78.  PGE violated the Commission’s rules and policies, FERC’s rules and 13 

policies, and Schedule 201 when it delayed and obstructed progress toward executing a 14 

PPA.  15 

79. PGE violated the Commission’s rules and policies, FERC’s rules and 16 

policies, and Schedule 201 when it raised concerns regarding generation profile.  17 

80. PGE violated the Commission’s rules and policies, FERC’s rules and 18 

policies, and Schedule 201 when it refused to provide an executable PPA and then when 19 

it refused to execute the draft PPA. 20 

81. PGE violated the Commission’s rules and policies, FERC’s rules and 21 

policies, and Schedule 201 when it refused to provide assurances that it would execute a 22 

PPA regardless of how the Commission resolves the Solar Limitation Filing. 23 
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82. PGE’s violations of the Commission’s rules and policies, FERC’s rules 1 

and policies, and Schedule 201, and Tickle Creek Solar’s execution of the final PPA, 2 

continuing commitment to sell the net output of the Tickle Creek Solar Project, and 3 

efforts to obtain PGE’s signature resulted in a legally enforceable obligation at the 4 

currently effective Schedule 201 rates, and all the terms and conditions in the partially 5 

executed final PPA.  6 

VIII. PRAYER FOR RELIEF  7 

 WHEREFORE, Tickle Creek Solar respectfully requests the Commission issue an 8 

order: 9 

1. Finding PGE in violation of: 1) the mandatory purchase obligation of the Oregon 10 

PURPA; 2) the mandatory purchase obligation of the federal PURPA; 3) FERC’s 11 

PURPA regulations, policies, and orders; 4) the Commission’s PURPA 12 

regulations, policies, and orders; and 5) PGE’s Schedule 201; 13 

2. Requiring PGE to purchase the net output of the Tickle Creek Solar Project at the 14 

currently effective Schedule 201 rates, and all the terms and conditions in the 15 

partially executed final PPA; 16 

3. Requiring PGE to enter into a PURPA PPA with Tickle Creek Solar at the 17 

currently effective Schedule 201 rates, and all the terms and conditions in the 18 

partially executed final PPA; 19 

4. Instituting penalties up to $10,000 pursuant to ORS 756.990 against PGE and paid 20 

by PGE’s shareholders for each violation of ORS 758.525(2), 758.535(2)(b), 21 

18 CFR 292.303(a), 292.304(d), and Commission Order Nos. 05-584 and 16-174. 22 

5. Granting any other such relief as the Commission deems necessary. 23 
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Dated this 7th day of August, 2017. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
________________ 
Irion A. Sanger 
Sanger Law, PC 
1117 SE 53rd Avenue 
Portland, OR 97215 
Telephone: 503-756-7533 
Fax: 503-334-2235 
irion@sanger-law.com 
 
Of Attorneys for Tickle Creek Solar  
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING 

 I certify that on August 7, 2017, I filed the foregoing Complaint on behalf of 

Tickle Creek Solar with the Oregon Public Utility Commission by electronic 

communication as consistent with OAR 860-001-0170.   

 

 
 

 
 __________________ 
 Sanger Law, PC 
 1117 SE 53rd Avenue 
 Portland, OR 97215 
 Telephone: 503-756-7533 
 Fax: 503-334-2235 
 irion@sanger-law.com 
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